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The Futran System is a locally developed sustainable 

transport system using electricity and existing right of way
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Various versions of the motorised bogie, the core component 

of the system, was developed and tested  

Bogie number 3

Bogie number 1

Bogie number 2

Bogie number 4
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The system was tested and improved on an external track of 

approximately 1km outside Brits in South Africa
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Nutrans (moving units) that can each carry up to 12 tons of 

ore are used to carry both ore and waste
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The core of the mobile units (Nutrans) is the motorised bogie 

with its slave bogies from which the skips are attached 
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The Nutran consists of the mototised bogie that clamps to the track between the 
top drive wheel and the bottom clamping wheels, four slave bogies arranged in 2 
groups, directional rollers forcing it to run on the track, air brakes to supplement 

the regenerating brakes and two attachment arms to attach the skips to.

Slave bogies

Attachment arm

Attachment arm

Motorised bogie

Air brakes

Directional 
rollers



Various skips can be used and custom developed, such as 

this bottom discharge skip for coal haulage
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Power source (Solar is used where possible and feasible)
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Ultracaps for Regen

Ultracaps for Solar

Lithium Titinate
batteries

Pantograph grid feed

Solar Power where possible



As in this proposed route, the Futran system is an ideal 

replacement for trucks or an alternative for conveyor belts  

Usutu open pit

Usutu underground

Eskom Camden
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The first mining site is going live in April 2017

For IPC Africa we have to haul 350 000 tons of coal per month 
over 2.7 kms, across a road and a railway line, at half the cost of 

a trucking solution… 



Once approved by the relevant authorities, the system will also 

be used to transport people and goods into and out of the mine
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The Concept of suspended public transit is well proven 

in Germany and Japan
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By suspending the Podcars, the land below can still be 

used and roads can even become walkways



Futran people pods are 6 to 8 seater units that have 

ample space for everyone to take carry-ons with them 



Small 5 to 8 door stations ae positioned along the track



Pods that do not need to stop at a specific station, run 

past until they get to their end destination
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The Futran stations will also be used to recharge Nutran

batteries using solar power, where possible
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The stations are narrow enough to fit onto a pavement, but the 

positioning of the lift is important to optimize space
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Our latest designs are now being finalised for the first people 

transportation deployments, scheduled for 2018
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The system can eventually be used to replace the costly and 

inefficient BRT bus transport systems (Cape Town example)

< R10 per person 
per taxi trip

Or +- R40 per pod 



In the case of Durban, the Futran System can soon be used 

to transform the beachfront, downtown and Tourism areas 

Durban 
Waterfront

Ushaka

Convention 
centre

Stadiums

Business 
district



The airport and Ballito links are easy to make from the 

Durban downtown link

Airport

Balito

Umhlanga

+-R80 per pod or 
R20 pp



Imagine a future where…

8h00 ON A MONDAY MORNING
• Fourways to Sandton = 8 minutes
• Midrand to CBD = 15 minutes
• Soweto to Randburg = 15 minutes
• Roodepoort to Sandton = 12 minutes
• Lanseria to Lenasia = 25 minutes



For further information

Please contact:

Andries Louw

+27 83 995 8231

Andries@Milotek.co.za
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